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Address SPR Industrieservice GmbH 
An der Müß 40 
96515 Sonneberg

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of Conveying, Transport, Packing Technology, Packing Lines, Transport Systems, Handling Systems: Electrode cooling systems Recycling
plant for shear water Hot and cold end annealing plants Special equipment for IS machines, for example: turning and gripping systems for workpieces
which have to stand on their mouths, movable discharging facilities for items which are difficult to remove from the mold, Video monitoring device for
black glass, 180° inverting mechanisms for asymmetric bottles (for example, located upstream from the sorting machine on a production line) Packing
and unpacking facilities Conveyor systems Systems for the 90° division of bottle streams Feeding stirring devices Equipment for acid frosting treatment
Special solutions
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